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Introduction
Close confinement, lack of choice and fear often create
stress for inmates and staff in jails and prisons. Seve-
ral studies have shown that correctional facility condi-
tions, and particularly inmate overcrowding, can increase
physiological stress, inmate illness and mortality (ZIM·
RING, 1981). We view stress as a consequence of the pro-
cess of coping with perceived threat to important goals
or well-being.'
In this paper we report on an evaluation of stress-
reducing measures taken in an innovative California
county jail2 - the Contra Costa County Main Detention
Facility (CCCMDF) - which has served as a modei for
many subsequent jails and prisons. We found that ar-
chitecturai design and operational strategies at CCCMDF
have successfully reduced stress and violence without
increasing cost or compromising security. More specificai-
Iy, we briefly review the recent history of US correctional
design and management and examine some of the
evidence that prison and jail conditions cause stress.
We then discuss the design and operations of CCCMDF
and, finally, we present implications for future design,
management and research.
The US correctional system
The US has a single federal correctionai system for adults
and many independent systems at the state, county and
local levels. In addition, most states and some local
authorities h<jve separate systems for youth. In this paper
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we are discussing facilities for adults only.
The federal system, under the authority of the US Bureau
of Prisons, houses inmates convicted of federal crimes
such as drug offenses, embezzlement and kidnapping,
and those felonies where state lines were crossed. Each
of the 50 states has a separate prison system and is
responsible for housing inmates who have committed
"state" crimes such as murder, burglary, robbery and
other offenses, usually with sentences over one year.
Local authorities such as counties and cities run "jails"
rather than "prisons" and house inmates awaiting trial
and people convicted of lesser offenses such as "driving
while intoxicated."
This division of responsibility between state,local and
federal facilities has created significant differences in
the nature of the inmates in the systems, in the design
of the facilities and in the ways the facilities are man-
aged. Because of the offenses that come under federal
jurisdiction, inmates in federal facilities are often con-
sidered less violent than those in state facilities, although
this may be changing with the recent increase in inmates
with drug offenses housed in federal facilities. Inmates
in local facilities are highly varied: whereas many may
be briefly incarcerated for driving offences, others are
awaiting trial for serious charges and will end up serving
time in state or federal prisons if convicted. While in-
mates in state and federal facilities may have average
sentences of several years, inmates in local facilities
seldom spend more than a few months. Because most
people incarcerated in iocal jails are awaiting trial rather
than having been convicted of a crime, some designers
and local authorities have invoked the American legal
principle of "innocent until proven guilty" to justify pro-
viding less punitive facilities than might be provided at
the state or federal level.
In general,jails are smaller than prisons. Also, because
of the greater resources of federal authorities, and for
political reasons, most innovations in design and manage-
ment have originated in federal facilities. New models
of design and management have typicaliy been tried first·
in federal prisons, then adapted for state and locai use.
Jail and prison design: from indirect to direct
supervision
The 200-year history of US prisons and jails represents












































































Fig. 2: Schematic plan of the Philadelphia "Cherry Hill" Peniten·




Fig. 3: The "podular remote" system returned surveillance of
inmate living areas and reduced the need for inmates to travel
to dining or recreation. The separation between officers and
inmates was maintained.
SECTION VIEW
Fig.1:The Panopticon design, developed by the British utilitarian






the "podular,remote" system became accepted. Rather
than having cell blocks with up to five tiers of ,cells on
a narrow corridor, the podular system grouped cells around
a common day hall where inmates would congregate.
The day hall was used for eating and recreation (fig.
3). Because of the large groups involved, and the resulting
• In the early 19th century, the first buildings developed
especially as prisons were designed and built, most
using the "panopticon" design coupled with the cate-
gorization and isolation of individual inmates;
• In the 1820s, a transition was made to surveillance
of hallways and circulation areas rather than inmate
living areas;
• Nearly 150 years later, in the 1960s, "remote podular"
designs were provided, with cells clustered around com-
mon living space where recreation and other activities
occurred;
• In the late 1970s and .1980s, the "direct supervision"
model was developed, where officers were stationed
in direct contact with inmates in housing units rather
than in isolated control rooms, coupled with decen-
tralized management responsibility.
The first buildings intentionally designed as prisons in
the US employed a model called the "panopticon" pro-
posed by Jeremy Bentham in the late 18th century (EVANS,
1984). Based on the design of a Russian textile mill, the
panopticon was proposed to be a huge hollow building
with individual cells around the outside and a guard tower
in the center. The cells were to have large outside win-
dows providing natural light and silhouetting prisoners
so that the guards could see their activities at all times.
The guard tower was to have louvers so that inmates
could not see in,and had an entrance out of sight
of inmates so inmates never knew if they were being
watched. The original panopticon design was also to
include many technical innovations such as mechanical
air conditioning and indoor plumbing. The general plan
of the panopticon is shown in figure 1.
The panopticon was based on separation of inmates
from each other, the centralized grouping of officers in
guard stations and remote anonymous surveillance. (This
was bolstered by the invention of the "dossier," which
provided remote anonymous information of a different
kind). Although no "pure" panopticon designs were ever
built, several attempts were made to reproduce it and
the design remains influential in its emphasis on remote
surveillance.
Later US prisons opened In the 1820s, such as the
Philadelphia "Cherry Hill" Penitentiary and the Auburn
Prison in New York State, maintained the emphasis on
separation, classification and the power of surveillance
introduced in the panopticon.3 However, a different sort
of radial plan was introduced. Officers in their stations
could survey hallways and circulation areas rather than
cells (fig. 2). This represented a shift from the panopticon,
where officers could see inmates in their cells and could
supervise every minute of daily life. The effect of this
change was to cede control over livi ng areas to informal
inmate organizations and to focus officers' control on
preventing escapes. In some cases, this informal organiza-
tion was actually made explicit, such as in Texas where
inmates were assigned as "building tenders."
Both the panopticon and later prisons were hard, dark,
Imposing facilities intended to be durable and escape-
proof but also to symbolically assert the power of the
State and the gravity of the inmates' crimes.
The basic design introduced in the 1820s became the
prototype for most US and European prisons for nearly
150 years and was made famous in countless Hollywood
films. It remained the standard until the 1960s, when
,.,'
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difficulties in control, eating and recreation are the most
dangerous situations in a correctional facility. So, the
podular design was seen as an advance, because it
eliminated movement of inmates to dining and recrea-
tion, and reduced the sizes of groups participating in
those activities. In addition, the podular system restored
some of the features of the panopticon: officers in their
stations could see into the cells and other living spaces
. of the inmates rather than limiting surveillance to the
main circulation areas.
. Until the 1970s all US correctional facilities used an
"indirect supervision" model, where officers, who were
typically armed, spent much of their time in work stations
surrounded by bullet·proof glass or hardened screens.
In the case of trouble, officers were to summon armed
help from elsewhere in the facility. In mpst facilities,
a few officers "walked the line" - the very dangerous
duty of walking through the cell blocks and modules.
These line officers would typically lock and unlock cells
for inmates who had to go to work or to the visiting
areas. Some facilities had centralized mechanical or elec-
tronic locks.
"Direct supervision" was introduced in federal pre-
trial detention facilities in the 1970s in New York, Chicago
and San Francisco and has subsequently been used in
abput 40 other federal, state and local facilities. Direct
supervision facilities put unarmed officers directly on
locked housing units rather than in enclosed stations.
Inmates often spend much of their day on the housing
units, and some institutions include eating and recrea·
tion facilities on the housing unit. As a result one or
two officers may spend an entire shift locked into a hous-
ing unit with 50 to 100 or more inmates. The intention
is that direct supervision gives competent staff primary
responsibility for security in face-to·face situations, rather
than relying on remote technological devices, and gives
staff a large amount of ongoing direct personal contact
with inmates. As a result of this contact, and for their
own safety, officers will (presumably) learn of and diffuse
impending problems. Some institutions also provide train-
ing for officers in interpersonal communications. In addi-
tion, direct supervision aims at providing effective con-
trol by dividing inmates into small, manageable groups
of 50 to 100 inmates. When they are incarcerated, in·
mates are immediately classified and oriented, and poten-
tially troublesome inmates are segregated from the general
population.
Designers of direct supervision facilities emphasize
"perimeter security." In this concept, the officers have
less need to control hallways and circulation because
the perimeter is (hopefully) impenetrable. In addition, direct
supervision facilities typically attempt to provide an easi·
Iy maintainable and secure but stress-reducing physical
facility that helps create expectations for appropriate
behavior by inmates. Instead of using "correctional"
finishes and furnishings, such as stainless steel com·
modes and steel doors for cells, a direct supervision
facility may have typical institutional ceramic fixtures
and wood doors. Direct supervision facilities often are
colorfully painted and have carpeti ng and other sound-
attenuating features. The design often attempts to reduce
the sources of stress in a jail or prison. For instance,
they reduce competition among inmates by providing
an adequate number of pay telephones and televisions.
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The Contra Costa County Main Detention Facility .
(CCCMDF) in Martinez, California, which opened in January
1981 as the first "direct supervision" county jail in the
US, has had a significant impact on the corrections in·
dustry. Since its opening, CCCMDF has received visitors
from 46 US states and 16 countries and has been the
focus of considerable press coverage and attention by
corrections officials. Most reactions have been positive
and claims have been made that CCCMDF points the
way to a new model of corrections that will be more
secure with less vandalism and violence. Direct supervi-
sion has gained many supporters and has been strongly
advocated by agencies such as the National Institute
of Corrections.
However in the nine years since CCCMDF opened,
several hundred jails and prisons have been built and
only about 40 of these are direct supervision facilities,
with perhaps 60 more under construction. Whereas cor·
rections officials and staff familiar with operating direct
supervision facilities often favor this model for new jails
and prisons, many others feel that it is too "soft" or
is not appropriate forthe type of inmate in their own areas.
US prisons and jails are crowded and likely
to get worse
From .1980 to 1985, the last year for which statistics are
available, the US prison population grew by more than
52 percent to more than 500,000 persons, with over 750
added each week (US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 1988). In
addition, over 200,000 people are incarcerated in local
jails (US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 1988). A recent report
by the Eisenhower Foundation found that the total number
of US peopie behind bars increased from roughly 325,000
to 650,000 during the decade of the 1980s (BRODER, 1990).
At the same time, there has been an unprecedented reo
cent building boom in prison and jail construction, in·
creasing jail and prison cells by'29 percent from 1979
to 1984. However this has not kept up with population
increases and jails and prisons continue to get more
crowded.
The increase in prison and jail admissions is due to
several factors:
• public pressures for "getting tough on crime" have led
to new sentencing guidelines, producing ionger sen·
tences and less use of probation and alternatives to
incarceration;
• population demographics have shifted, with a large pro·
portion of the population in the high-crime young adult
category;
• use of drugs, and particularly crack cocaine, has in-
creased, along with a general Increase in the crime
rate (US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 1988).
The result of growing overcrowding is that the jail we
discuss In the paper, and many other correctional facilities,
have the constant pressure of serving more inmates than
they were designed to accommodate.
Stress in prisons and jails
A large number of studies have suggested that prison
conditions, and particularly inmate overcrowding, can
produce stress for inmates (for reviews, see FARBSTEIN
and WENER, 1981; ZIMRING, 1982; RUBACK and INNES, 1988;
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WRIGHT and GOODSTEIN, 1989). One large archival study
of 12 prisons in the Texas prison system, for instance,
showed that "presence of other residents, low space
per person, double-bunking and lack of privacy" seem
to lead to more frequent suicides, nonviolent and vio-
lent deaths, psychiatric commitments, inmate-on-inmate
assaults, disciplinary infractions, self-mutilation, illness-
complaints and high blood pressure (COX, PAULUS and
McCAIN, 1984). Other studies have found that living in
group situations such as dormitories, as opposed to liv-
ing in single cells, is related to increases in physiological
measures of stress such as palmar sweat, pulse rate
and systolic and diastolic blood pressure (D'ATRI, 1975;
D'ATRI et aI., 1981). Several studies have also shown that
crowded conditions result in inmates reporting that they
feel stressed and in less control of their situations (see,
for example, RUBACK and CARR, 1984).
The relative importance of social density (number of
people per room) and spatial density (area per person)
has been hotly debated. Several early studies showed
that social density seemed to be more important in predict-
ing stress (see, for example"Paulus, Cox, McCain and
Chandler, 1975) and at least one study reduced perceived
stress by constructing Individual modules within a large
day hall, even thoug h group size and area per person
were not reduced (COX, PAULUS and McCAIN, 1984). Other
studies, however, have found that area per person is a
more important predictor of stress (CARR, 1981).
In addition, some researchers have looked at global
differences in the physical setting. For instance, Wener
and Olson (1980) observed three new federal direct super-
vision detention facilities and conducted interviews and
distributed questionnaires. These high-rise facilities were
the first direct supervision facilities in the US and used
"soft" materials and finishes such as carpeting and col-
orful painted walls. The researchers found low levels of
stress, violence and vandalism. Both staff and inmates
were satisfied with the facility, but, contrary to some
critics who said that the facilities were "too nice," em-
phasized that the centers were still highly punitive because
they restrict freedom. Another positive consequence was
less reported stress by officers, potentially leading to
less sick leave and a higher level of professionalism.
Recently, several authors have criticized the early stress
research as ignoring key institutional factors and for be·
ing irreievant to poi icy makers. For example, in a re-
analYsis of the Texas prison data, one study suggests
that the cause of stress may have been the disruption
in the prison system following a court case rather than
crowding per se (EKLAND-OLSON, 1986). Because the courts
banned the harsh measures traditionally used to keep
order in the Texas system, officers lost their traditional
means of keeping control as did the inmate organizations
that officers relied on for day-to-day management. When
inmate "building tenders" were relieved of their respon-
sibility to keep order on the housing units, officers were
reluctant to walk the side corridors in the prisons, and
these areas were ceded to inmates.
In another analysis, Ruback and Innes (1988) compared
national death rates of the US population to death rates
for prisoners. They found that the prisoners' death rate
was actually much lower than that of the same age group
in the general population. The researchers attributed this
to reduction in deaths due to automobiles and violence,
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which are significant causes of death in young men.
RUback and Innes also criticized research on perceived
control and perceived crowding as being of little concern
to policy makers. In addition, they pointed out that in-
creased crowding often brings administrative responses
such as increased supervision by officers. These measures
may be stressful in themselves, rather than stress being
caused by impacts of space restrictions, per se. In addi-
tion, the most crowded facilities are often the oldest
and house the most serious offenders, factors that are
seldom considered.
In sum, although much research examining the impact
of the physical setting on inmates and staff has shown
effects of prison conditions on stress, much of It appears
to have a simplistic, mechanistic orientation. Space per
person or people per room are used as variables without
considering management practices or other issues. This
point becomes clearer in the following sections: in our
evaluation of the Contra Costa County Main Detention
Facility we found that the fit between facility conditions
and management can be effective in reducing stress.
An evaluation of the Contra Costa
County Main Detention Facility
The Contra Costa County Main Detention Facility
(CCCMDF) opened in January, 1981, at a cost of $25,9
million, located on a 8Y, acre (approx. 3Y, hal site adja-
cent to the County Civic Center in downtown Martinez,
California, about 40 miles east of San Francisco.
Description of the facility --
The Main Detentibn Facility is a compact four-story con-
crete building encompassing 170,450 sq.ft (15,835 sq.m)
devoted to detention and support functions. An attached
10,450 sq.ft (971 sq.m) courts complex includes two court-
rooms and support facilities (fig. 4).
Cells are grouped into nine modules: medical, mental
health/administrative separation, intake, female, and four
general population male units. Modules Contain 30 to
46 cells on two levels around a central two-story day
room space. The modules are designed tb limit inmate
movementanct provide most functions and amenities in
the unit: several televisions, telephones, contact and non-
contact visiting, weight machines, dining with access
to coffee orjuice throughout the day, and access to
separate outdoor recreation yards for each unit. None
of these functions require additional staff.
The design is based in part on experience in Federal
Metropolitan Correctional Centers (MCG) in New York
and Chicago and, like those facilities, reduces violence
by diminishing irritants in the jail, such as high noise
levels and competition for telephones or televisions. An
evaluation of the MCCs conducted by Dr Richard Wener
and Dr Richard 0lson4 was important in the later parts
of the design process: the design represents a building
on experience that the present evaluation continues.
Because CCCMDF is consciously based on an evaluation
of a previous new design (a "second generation" facility),
it is often called a "third generation" jail.
Innovations in the design include providing visiting
in the modules, with access so that visitors and attorneys
do not need to be escorted to visiting areas (or have













































































Fig. 4a: The Contra Costa CountyMain Detention Facility _
Layout plans.




inmates sent or escorted to separately staffed visiting
areas) and providing a wide range of amenities in the
modules themselves such as indoor weights, attached
outdoor exercise yards, and mUltiple televisions and
telephones.
The quality of the furnishings and finishes is qUite
high and tends to be "benign institutional" rather than
correctional in appearance. The walls are painted in bright
colors, doors are wood rather than steel, and the ten-year-
old carpeting is clean and in relatively good' condition.
Cell furnishings are similarly non-correctional, using, for
example, ceramic rather than stainless steel commodes
and movable wooden beds.
Overcrowding has affected all aspects of the facility,
and has particularly altered the use of the housing units.
The housing units, intended for 45 to 46 inmates, housed
100 to 120 people in late 1989. As a result, all cells were
double-bunked and some of the available day room space
was devoted to bunk beds and bed rolls. One cell on
each level was left open for use as a toilet for inmates
sleeping in the day room. .
CCCMDF is operated as a direct supervision facility
with one or two deputies present in the modules during
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do paperwork near the entry to the modules at stand-up
desks that are not enclosed_ They are not otherwise
separated from inmates. Deputies do not have keys to
the exit doors; entry to the modules is controlled by Cen-
tral Control, who unlocks the doors based on verbal re-
quest over an intercom. The deputies have personal alarms
and radios. The deputies are supported by a thorough
and vigilant classification program that separates violent
or suicidal inmates shortly after booking and sends them
to a separate segregation or medical unit. Compared
to other jails, there is a much higher level of educational,
vocational, religious and recreational programs.
Objectives of the evaluation
The jail has been widely discussed and used as a model
for several other recent jails, yet has also been criticized
as "too soft" or as a special case not applicable elsewhere.
The purpose of this study, therefore, was to examine
the relationship between the physical facility and the
operations and experience at Contra Costa County Main
Detention Facility after the facility had been operating
for eight years,
We were particularly interested in examining the validi-
ty of the original claims: that CCCMDF would be a less
stressful and more pleasant facility that wouid be at least
as safe and no more expensive than other "harder"
facilities.
Types of surveys and methods used
• Multiple methods were utilized in the evaluation
process:
• Interviews with all administrative staff and mental health
staff, as well as selected deputies, inmates, profes-
sional visitors, Martinez real estate agents, and em·
ployees of the Sheriff's Department and County Ad-
ministrator's Office.
• Analysis of records of cost, incident, assault and other
data supplied by the Contra Costa County Sheriff's
Department, Contra Costa County Administrator's Of-
fice, National Institute of Justice, and other agencies_
• Observation of activities in several modules, including
observation of ongoing actiVity and use of the selling
and specific observation recording interactions between
inmates and deputies in the modules. This observation
scheme was developed by Wener and Farbstein as part
of a study of direct and indirect supervision correc-
tional facilities. We recorded who initiated the interac-
tion, what its purpose was, where it occurred, what
its quality was (friendly, businesslike or hostile) and
how long each interaction lasted_
• Analysis of multiple choice. questionnaires administered
to inmates and deputies_ These questionnaires were
also developed by Farbstein and Wener as part of their
study. One hundred and twenty questionnaires were
randomly distributed to 30 inmates in each of three
male general population modules and to 30 female in-
mates in the female module; the 103 questionnaires
returned represent an 80 percent response rate_ The
103 respondents represent about 20 percent of all in-
mates present in those units when the questionnaire
was administered on December 1, 1988. All deputies
working in those modules were given a questionnaire,
and all returned them, which is a 100 percent response
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rate. The staff questionnaire included 81 multiple choice
items; the inmate questionnaire had 93 items. Both
questionnaires assessed respondents' perceptions of
the same range of items:
- frequency, ease and quality of contacts between
inmates and staff;
- frequency of violence and assault, staff response
time;
- vandalism;
- satisfaction with facilities;
- perceived adequacy of spac~ 'provided;
- crowding and privacy;
- lighting, sound, cleanliness;
- control over the environment;
- time spent on various activities;
~ rating of own health based on the somatization scale
of the Hopkins Symptom Checklist, a well-validated
scale that asks health symptoms and which is often
used to detect health effects of stress;
- sex, age, education, etc.
• Analysis of newspaper and magazine articles about
Contra Costa County Main Detention Facility and about
direct supervision jails. These articles helped clarify
the origin and evolution of the direct supervision con-
cepts and the popular and professional views of
CCCMDF_
• Site visits: The evaluation team conducted general
interviews and observations on August 10-11, 1988 and
December 12-13, 1988. Interviews focused on maintenance
practices and procedures and were conducted on
November 1, 1988. Questionnaires were administered by'
Dr William Frazier, Director of Inmate Industries, on
December 1, 1988. Additional data were collected by phone
and mail from July 1, 1988 to October 30, 1989.
• Comparison with two other modern jails and lour
modern prisons: Through cooperation with the Farb-
stein/Wener study on direct and indirect supervision
facilities we were able to compare costs and inmate and
staff responses and behaviors to the lollowing two other
jails and four state prisons (table 1):
Table 1
Comparison of CCCMDF data with two modern jails and four
recent prisons
CCCMDF RCA PIMA CHIl. Lei RSP NSP
Type Jail Jail Jail Prison Prison Prison Prison
Capacity 386 236 468 1360 696 471 1008
Census 850 245 -450 1360 1000 388 1008
InjStaff(day) 1:50-1:65 -1:22 1:29 1:38 1:27 1:23 1:23
Supervision Direcl lndir DI_ 01_ Direct M' M'
Opened 1981 1979 1984 1987 1985 1986 1986
Note: CCCMDF Contra Costa County Main Detention Facility
RCA Roanoke City Jail
PIMA Pima County Jail
CHilo Ross Correctional Institution
l.CI Lieber Correctional Institution
RSP Riverfront State Prison
NSP Northern State Prison

























Staff and inmates like the attached
yards and the ability of inmales to go to
outdoor recrealion unescorted. However, p;:::n.-,?l!'.
having two yards lor a single module "
complicates surveiUiance. Consider ''''. . .~Staff sQd inmates like finishes
combining in futur~ facilities. "X' and furnishings. Little damage
or vandalism has occured despite
"".// "'._ . . / /~ 'soft" non-correctional features.
/ -/_~j"- Library has never been used
\. / . because of the extra staffing
i . required to supervise inmates
-,'". • off modules. Convert to other
J?" purposes, such as offices for
;;:,t.~r., ,..".. ,.".,' support staff.
.~ Having visiting in the units has
. worked well; however, contact
visiting rooms are used for
Classes as welt as visiting.
", . Excessive demand has caused;rn"'" cancellation of some activities.
Deputes can not see entire unit from
\, their station. This has received some
complaints from deputies but forces them
to walk the units. Deputies complain 01 lack
of paperwork and storage area. Add paper
storage cabinet.
Overall design of units is rated
well by administrators and staff,
especially non institutional furnishings
and colors, providing adequate tv's
and phones, access to excercise








Overall: Building appearance and
detailing are well received
by the COmml,lnlty.
The facility Is well received by
administrators, uniformed staff,
and Inmates; Is well kept and has
little vandalism or violence.
"'" ",Origin~1 estimate. called for, 10%~"'''.. _", .".to be In separation; experience \:~""
showed this to be necess"ary for _, '" ',>:
5% or less. Some outside windows "'"
have been sandblasted to eliminate
view to neighbors... , . ,~I.>::"::J'+'-,+'>;::,,:
Intake provides first view
01 facility yet persons
awaiting bail can hear
others screaming in detox
isolation. Add acoustic
insufation.
The Window for VISltOrs[]" ...~r:r.~·.~·T.JY(~wn( .
to communrcate with the ", .. ?". ~T."''''':):. , h.,
records clerk IS awkward " L t~; r::~:~:j :~.! i
and Institutional in appearance. " j t.~ L....) ! j 1)'
Upgrade with bank-type "'f'~t:L );} v" r:','n 1....). "r"
the only area in CCMDF //~/ / . 'n
that is regularly vandalized. // I .'. if .
Upgrade to standard of rest /! it
.~ ~
Level One
Fig.' 4b: The 'Contra Costa County Main Detention Facility - The evaluation yielded both specific and general results.
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OTHER FELONIES OS, 9S
MISDEMEANORS '" "
TRAFFIC VIOLATlqNS '00 " Most Inmates in· CCCMDF haveTotal 1,151 '" been arrested lor felonies.
600 500 400 300 200 100
MALE
o Age: Most inmates are between 19 and, 40 years old
(92 percent of the sample answering the survey were
in this range).
o Offense: Contra Costa County is consiste'ntly in the
lowest 10 percent of California counties for. incarcera- ,
tion rate. (In 1986 the mean for all California counties II.'
was 20.4 persons incarcerated for each 10,000 citizens; .
Contra Costa County had 12.6 per 10,000). This low I
incarceration rate is reflected in the profile of inmate 'I
offenses that reflects many serious crimes: system· I'.
wide (including the lower ,security work camp) nearly
20 percent of males had violent felonies as their "most l,
serious" offenses and this proportion is higher for the
main detention facility. System-wide, on March 6, 1988,
67 percent of all inmates were in custody for felonies,
Fig. 5: Most inmates in CCCMDF have been arrested for felonies.
"""1»~M,'~u~~~"~~~~3n~3~~~~~~~~~~~"~
CoIJo", '""""",atlo" Rate I"" '0,000 Pop.<al""
Fig. 6: Incarceration rate comparison for 1986.
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Contra CO$l8 Counly has one of Ihe 10w"1
Inearcerlllion rales 01 any Callfornla county. As
a rasull, lhe CCCUDF haS very low per clltzen
lneaotcerallon cosl and relaOvely lough Inmales







Figure 4 provides an overview of the findings of the evalua-
tion. These are discussed in more detail below.
• Inmate Profiles: Because Contra Costa County offers
a wide range of alternatives to detention, inmates at
CCCMDF were incarcerated for fairly serious offenses
- inmates with less serious offenses were housed in
other ways. Also, a fairly high proportion of inmates had
serious drug, alcohol or psychiatric problems.
o Gender: The rule of thumb in California is that about
10 percent of jail inmates are female. At CCCMDF the
ratio is often higher: on August 11, 1988, 16 percent
of inmates were women (130 of 830).
o Roanoke City Jail (ROA) is an indirect supervision, locally
operated jail in Virginia for pre-sentenced persons.
Operational since 1979,ROAhad an average daily popula-
tion of 245 for the first six months of 1988 and a rated
capacity of 236. For the day shift, 3 officers supervise
56 to 80 inmates in 8 pods. Officers communicate with
inmates via intercom or through a glass door.
o Pima County Jail (PIMA) is a primarily direct supervi-
sion jail in Tucson, Arizona, opened in 1984. Daily popula-
tion varies between 350 and 540 for a rated capacity
of 468. The overall security staff to inmate ratio is 1:1.8
(294:540). The housing units have 36 single cells on
two levels surrounding a central day room. Designed
originally as an indirect supervision facility, there is
a separate control room that operates unit doors and
an open officer desk next to the entry. The day shift
unit staffing is 1:28.8.
o Ross Correctional Institution (CHIL), located in
Chillicothe, Ohio and operational since March 1987,
uses direct supervision and unit management. A 1,360-
bed campus plan medium-security state prison, it op-
erates at about 100 percent of its capacity, although
the capacity was increased from 1,000 to 1,360 by ad-
ding bunks to about 40 percent of single cells.' The
total institution security staff-to-inmate ratio is 1:4.8.
Housing units are two separate 170·bed buildings, each
of which is divided into two 85-bed pods. The day shift
unit staffing is approximateiy 1:38.
o Lieber Correctional Institution (LCI) is a 696-bed medium-
security state prison in South Carolina, opened in 1985.
A direct supervision facility with "wings" with 126 cells,
52 percent of which are double-bunked, LCI operates
with about 1,000 inmates. Officers can see into the
day rooms but not into the cells without patrolling the
wings. The day shift housing unit staff-to-inmate ratio
is 1:27.
o Riverfront State Prison (RSP), a hybrid direct/indirect
supervision facility, has single cells. A dense, campus-
like medium-security prison in Camden, NJ, the 471-
person prison operates with about 388 inmates. Day
shift unit staffing is 1:23; the overall correctional staff-
to-inmate ratio is 1:1.6 (244:388).
o Northern State Prison (NSP) is also a hybrid direct/in,
direct facility, and is physically nearly identical to RSP.
However, NSP is nearly twice as iarge with two mirror-
image facilities. It operates at 100 percent of its rated
capacity of 1,008 inmates. Day shift staffing is 1:23;
the overall institution correctional staff-to-inmate ratio
is 1:2.9 (344:1008).
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Inmate Safety: Uttle Danger of Sexual Assault
. eee CHIL LCI NSP PIMA ROA RSP
59.62% 29.84% 33.70% 52.17% 51.25% 45.21% 44.29%
13.46 24.19 21.74 7.25 16.25 16.44 17.14
9.62 26.61 21.74 26.09 20.00 16.44 17.14
3,85 9.68 8.70 2,00 3.75 6,85 8.57
11.54 9,68 9.78 10.14 7,'" 13.70 7.14
Inmate Safety: Frequency of Sexual Assault
CCC CHIL LCI NSP PIMA ROA RSP
78.85% 59.68% 58.70% 65.22.% ' 71.25% 60.27% 60.00%
6.73 16.13 18.48 4,35 10.00 9.59 15.71
4.81 14.52 8.70 14.49 8.75 12.33 10.00
1.92 5,85 3.26 2,00 6.25 4.11 ',43




CCCMDF Inmates feel aafe; compared to the other facUltJes .ttudled, CeCMDF
Inmatea reported there l.t l1tt1edanger of attacks or sexual assault by othe! Inmates.











Fig. 8: CCCMDF - View of a single-occupancy intended cell
where conditions were rated as comfortable, but where over·




CCCMDF - Inmate safety
as compared to 11 percent for misdemeanors, and 22
percent for traffic offenses (mostly driving under the
influence - D.U.I.).
• Mental health status: A much higher proportion of the
inmate population requires mentai health treatment than
had originaliy been predicted. This may reflect more
sophisticated diagnosis procedures, closing of mental
institutions in California, inadequate study during the
programming stage, or some combination of these.
Based on their experience at CCCMDF, the mental health
staff estimate that 25 to 30 percent of inmates have
psychiatric probiems and 5 to 7 percent require inten-
sive inpatient treatment in a forensic psychiatric unit.
• Stress among inmates: In interviews the inmates
typicaliy said that CCCMDF was "the best jail they had
ever been in." One female inmate said the "porcelain
toilet made her feel feminine." Others said it was more
like a rehabilitation program than a jail. In fact, several
inmates mentioned that the facility was "too nice," and
that it did not provide sufficient incentive to stay out (fig. 7).
The survey results were somewhat less positive. The
inmates were about neutral on most aspects of the
physical selling, and rated the jail similar to the other
facilities on most characteristics. The meatest complaints
were about the day room lighting for reading. There were
many complaints about crowding-related problems: lack
of room, lack of privacy, and noise (fig. 8).
• Inmate response to CCCMDF: The inmates find CCCMDF
to be a generaliy safe and pleasant jail, with very few
inmate assaults, fast officer response in case of trouble,
and lillie vandalism. However, there seems to be some
concern about assault by officers, and inmates have the
perception that there is lillie conversation between in-
mates and officerS. The inmates also complained of their
ability to controi poor celi venliiation, and lack of privacy
and overcrowding.
Compared to other jails and prisons, CCCMDF inmates
felt very safe from general allacks by other inmates and
particularly safe from sexual assault. In nine years of
operations, there have been no reported rapes at CCCMDF.
The inmates were very satisfied with the staff response
time in case of a fight or emergency. Vandalism is rated
as very low. This fits the evaluation team's observations:
Fig. 7: CCCMDF - View of the interior that inmates rated highly
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Compared 10 other jails, CCCMDF Inmales
had liOle concem about sexual assua1t.
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inmate door, 6 wood writing desks, 150 sprinkler heads,
19 sections of various glazing in the visiting rooms and
48 inmate room windows.
CCCMDF inmates were somewhat more concerned
about deputies attacking or harming inmates than were
inmates at other facilities.
• Stall·lnmate interactions: Whereas inmates at CCCMDF
rated frequency of staff·inmate interaction about the same
as inmates at the other facilities, they responded that
officers seldom chatted With them or provided counsel.
(CCCMDF was rated lowest of "all the facilities on these
categories). This is likely an effect of overcrowding, and
differs from the deputies' perceptions, who rated CCCMDF
high on these qualities. As was stated above, the obser·
vational data showed that interactions between inmates
and staff were brief and businesslike (table 4; figs. 11
and 12).
• Staffing profiles: Contra Costa County's detention
facilities are under the auspices of the Sheriff's Depart·
ment and are staffed by deputies. (Deputies are sworn
staff). Although the original staffing plan called for one
deputy per 45·inmate modUle, when the module popula·
tion exceeded 65 in 1985, a second officer was added
for the daytime shifts. This sometimes results in two
officers supervising as many as 130 inmates. On July
1,1988 there were 127 deputies and 14 sergeants at the
Main Detention Facility for an inmate population of 800.
This is an inmate·to·uniformed·staff ratio of 5.7/1. Since
opening, the inmate·staff ratio has varied from 4.6/1 to
about 6.5/1. A national "rule of thumb" is that good quali·
ty facilities should have ratios in the range of 5/1 to 8/1.
There were also 60 nonsworn staff, such as clerks, cooks,
Fig. 10: Comparative presentation of evaluation findings
concernin.g inmate safety, particularly sexual assault, in Contra
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COmpared to other )al1.. lnlNtN at CCCMDF
etatecI tilly had .... cone«n about baing
attackad by other Jnmataa,
=. Contra Costa County Main Detention Facility
"" Pima County Jail
"" Roanoke City Jail
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Inmate Safety: Adequate Response Time?
CCC CHIL LCI NSP PIMA ROA RSP
72.12% 54.84% 41.30% 57.97% 66.25% 20.55% 62.86%
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Fig. 9: Comparative presentation of evaluation findings concern-
ing inmate safety, in particular inmate attacking inmate, in Con-
tra Costa County Main Detention Facility, Pima County Jail and
Roanoke City Jail.
Inmate Safety: Time to Respond to Emergency
Table 3
eeeMDF - Siaff response lime
there was little visible graffiti or breakage (tables 2 and
3; figs. 9 and 10).
The jail has had little inmate·caused damage, especial·
Iy considering the extra stress placed by overcrowding
and that "soft" institutional furnishings and ceramic fix·
tures were used rather than security hardware. According
to the maintenance staff, the following represents the
entire list of vandalism over eight years (items broken):












Staff·lnmate Interacllons at CCCMDF have
tended 10 be relatively brIef. However, about
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Fig. 11: Comparative presentation of evaluation findings
concerning staff-inmate contact in terms of frequency of
correctional officers' counsel as described by inmates in Contra
Costa County Main Detention Facility, Pima County Jail and
Roanoke City Jail.
Fig. 12: Comparative presentation of evaluation findings
concerning the duration of staff-inmate interaction in Contra
Costa County Main Detention Facility, Pima County Jail and
Roanoke City Jail.
theory that it would cause the deputies to move around
their modules somewhat like a night watchman who is
required to punch into various stations; this was a more
popular decision when there was less overcrowding and
less demands for paperwork.) The deputies had specific
concerns that they could not see the shower room and
several cells on the upper tier, but the evaluation team
was unable to document specific incidents in these areas.
Grapt"c comcanson 01 Inmale
I",sponses.- fro", CCCMDF. PIMA.and ROA
'" Contra Costa County Main Detention Facility
'" Ross Correctional Institution
= LIeber Correctional Institution
'" Northern State Prison
'" Pima County Jail
'" Roanoke City Jail









The deputies working in the modules tend to be fairly
young, well educated and inexperienced. Compared to
the six jails and prisons studied in the FarbsteinlWener
study, CCCMDF deputies were the youngest, had the
most education and. least time in the facility. Sheriff's
Department policy dictates that deputies graduating from
the academy work in the jail for 24 months before they
can work on patrol and gives them important additional
seniority for 6 months additional duty. Also, some senior
patrol deputies are voluntarily returning from patrol to
serve at CCCMDF. This differs from many counties where
jail duty is considered very undesirable.
For a jail, the CCCMDF has a high level of staff for
education programs, volunteer programs and other ac-
tivities. The Director of Inmate Services estimated that
on any given weekday half of all inmates are engaged
in school or some other activity, an extremely high ratio
for county facilities.
• Staff response to CCCMDF: Deputies find CCCMDF
a good place to work, with relatively low stress. Despite
overcrowding, CCCMDF received the second lowest stress
rating among the seven jails and prisons studied in the
FarbsteinlWenerstudy.ln the interviews, several deputies
commented on the imporlance ofthe design and amenities
in making it easier to manage inmates: carpeting, ade-
quate phones and television sets and easy access to
exercise machines and yards.
The deputies' mostpersistent concern about thedesign
was about the lack of surveillance from any single point,
and particularly from the deputy's station. (This was a
deliberate decision modeled after the design of the Federal
Metropolitan Correctional Center in Chicago, using the
Cu,.-tlon of ln~on by sa.
cec CHIL LCI PIMA ROA Total(%) Total Number
0-1 Min {%) 85.00 79.00 97.00 00.00 00.00 ".00 '<3.00
'·2 Min (%) 10.00 11.00 2.60 10.00 5.00 '.00 27.00
2-5 Min (%) 5.00 6.00 0.60 0.00 1.00 '00 '.00
> 5 Min (%) 0.00 '.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 1.00 6.00
Purpose of Interaction, by Site
cec CHIL LCI PIMA ROA Total(%) Total Number
Table 4
CCCMDF Interactions between staff and inmates
Quilty of Interaction by SIte
cec CHIL LCI PIMA ROA T"" Total Number
1 Friendly 4.86% 0.76% 5.41% 5.97% 36."'" 13.24% 147.00
2 14.29 6.82 20." 29.85 2.67 13.60 151.00
3 Buslness-Uke 78.12 90.15 72!;n 59.20 61.33 70.90 787.00
• 1.82 2." 1.35 3.98 0.33 1.71 19.005 Hostile 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mean, All 2.77 2." 2.70 <32 2.25 2.61
Mean, Staff-Initiated 2.70 2.98 2.59 298 219 2.82
Mean, lnmata·ltlitiated 2.87 200 2.70 260 2.98 279
Staff-Inmate Interaction ..,,. 83.33% 64.8fl% 16.12%0 20.33~ 98._ 630.00
Staff-Statllnleraction 26.14 13.64 30.41 9.95' 72.00 3<.85 385.00
Staff Phone .59 '" 2.70 13.43 '.07 7.12 79.00Hostile .30 0.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 .00
Reprimand ..,2 0.00 2.03 0.60 0.00 0.., 1.00
Total ('lEI) 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Total Number 329.00 13200 149.00 201.00 300.00 1.100:00
Compared to the other Jana and prlsonl studied, lnteractlons
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Most deputies also complained about the high noise
levels during the late afternoon and evenings, and several
deputies proposed creating a physically or acoustically
separate TV area. The evaluation team noted that the
modules were relatively quiet and seemed calm in the
mornings until 60 or 70 inmates were awake and active
in the unit.
Deputies also were critical of provisions for staff, and
particularly lack of space in which to work and store
paperwork and the lack of staff lockers.
• Staff and inmate safety: Officers felt reasonably safe
and that they could control inmate fights. On most safety
questions they rated CCCMDF aboutthe same as deputies
or officers rated the other jails which were studied. Com-
pared to the other jaiis in the FarbsteinlWener study,
deputies in CCCMDF stated they break up fights par-
ticularly quickly (most in less than one minute), and that
threats of violence are relatively infrequent. However,
they rated the actual frequency of fights between in-
mates and officers, and between inmates, as about the
same or a bit worse than in the other jails (about halfway
between "neutral" and "almost never"). The officers rated
their own performance in protecting inmate safety as
a little poorer than did other staff in the other jails studied.
The officers felt safer than average, even if no other
officers were present. At the CCCMDF, during the seven
months between May and November 1988, there were
16 assaults reported against deputies, and 81 against
other inmates, but nO comparison figures are available.
No serious injuries resulted for deputies.
• Staff-inmate interaction: Direct supervision relies on
frequent interaction and the staff's knowledge of inmates
to forestall problems, but there is evidence that over-
crowding at CCCMDF is making this more difficult. With
100 to 130 inmates on a unit, one experienced deputy
estimated that he knew 80 percent of the inmates by
face and 50 percent by name; others gave lower estimates.
This is an example where staff-inmate ratios need to
be examined carefully: one deputy may get to know 50
or 60 people, but it is hard for two deputies to get to
know twice as many. However, the deputies interviewed
felt they knew most trouble-makers.
The coded observation data supported other observa-
tions by the evaluation team: deputy-inmate interactions
were brief - averaging less than one minute - and
were businesslike. Both deputies spent most of theirtime
at the deputy's station and about 26 percent of their
interactions were with other staff rather than with in-
mates. Whereas this compared favorably with indirect
facilities, officers or deputies in the direct faciiities in
the FarbstelnlWener stUdy spent more time interacting
with inmates. The evaluation team noted some casual
chit-chat between deputies, but most conversation
seemed business-related, such as arranging work details,
court dates, etc. (fig. 12).
Based on their questionnaire responses, the CCCMDF
deputies do not entirely agree with the above assess-
ment. Compared to responses by staff in the otherfacilities
stUdied, the deputies rated CCCMDF highest for the fre-
quency of convers"tion between inmates and officers,
the frequency that officers provide help and counsel and
the frequency of casual conversation. This perception
may be partly due to the training staff receive in interper-
sonai communication. (Inmates rate CCCMDF worst or
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nearly worst on these categories.)
• Staffleactions to the physical setting: In the interviews,
staff liked the jail but were concerneq with surveillance
and noise, and these concerns were also reflected in
the questionnaire responses. CCCMDF was also rated
Iowan provisions for staff paperwork. The facility was
rated as being sunny and light but as strongly lacking
a view to the outside. (The large day room windows pro-
vide light and views to the exercise yards, but not to
trees or other activity.) Overall, CCCMDF was rated best
among the seven facilitieS as looking good, and the
deputies found the colors ple;'sant. Despite the croWding,
the facility was rated among the cleanest of the facilities
studied. This fit well with the evaluation team's observa-
tions; we found the facility clean and well-kept.
• Staff reactions to crowding: Not surprisingly, the
deputies rated CCCMDF very crowded on all measures.
(During the time the survey was administered, some.
modules housed nearly three times their designed
capacity.)
• Operating costs: Despite some fluctuations, real dollar
operating costs for CCCMDF have decreased substan-
tially since the facility opened. This is probably due to
experience gained in running the facility and economies
resulting from overcrowding (support staff positions have
not increased at the same rate as the inmate population).
The per-inmate operating costs listed in table 5 were
supplied by Mr Reed McDonald in the Contra Costa Coun-
ty Sheriff's Department.
Because of different accounting procedures it is dif-
ficult to compare CCCMDF's oper.ating costs to other
facilities. However, according to a recent report by Ms
Carol KiZZiah, a consultant to the Contra Costa County
Administrator, ana per-inmate basis CCCMDF appears
to be more expensive to operate than most jails in Califor-
nia, but compares favorably to national statistics. At least
some of the cost is related to Contra Costa's commit-
ment to running an accredited, modern, professional jail
with more programs and a higher level of staff than most
California jails. Because of the low Incarceration rate
in Contra Costa County, the per-citizen cost for detention
is quite low.
Table 5
CCCMDF - Operating costs
Year Cost (w/0 med) Cost with med 1988 Dollars Avg Census
1981-82 20,139 27,389 392
1982-83 17,816 22,448 477
1983-84 16,677 19,348 499
1984-85 16,151 17,840 20,694 547
1985-86 16,312 18,560 20,230 571
1986-87 16,171 18,397 19,500 641
1987-88 15,158 16,859 17,196 745
1988 National sample: $28,300' for direct supervision jails, $42,300 for
indirect supervision jails
Constant-dollar costs have declined steadily on a per-inmate basis,.
reflecting increased experience with the facility and higher censuses.












































































































For comparison, in a 1985 study of 13 California coun-
ties by Ms Kizziah, Contra Costa County was the second
highest in terms of cost on a per-inmate basis, It was
the third lowest on a per-citizen basis, reflecting the low
,', incarceration rate.
':: CCCMDF's $16,859 annual per-inmate operating costs
'.,",:,i,' compare favorably to national, statistics. Based on the
Wener and Farbstein national mail survey of jails, the
average operating costs for 23 jails was $28,300 for direct
i:: supervision jails and $42,300 for indirect supervision jails.
"j • Maintenance costs: The original equipment in the jail
t has fared well, especially considering the strains placed
by overcrowding. Few major repairs have been needed.
The following have required replacement: a rolling door
in the vehicle sallyport, elevator lift motor and motor
on washer-extractors. There was also a leak in the lining
of the boiler. According to Mr Bill Schmidt, Director of
~ Support Services, with overcrowding there has been little
opportunity to do preventive maintenance; he feels pleas-
::; ed if he can take care of daily needs.
, The carpeting is cleaned once a week, and Mr Schmidt
tj has found that the cost and maintenance of carpet com-
'1 pares favorably to tile. After eight years of 24-hour-per-
1'; day use, the carpeting is showing wear in high traffic
"1 areas but has generally held up well. Mr Schmidt said:
:1 "Inmates can operate rug shampooers, but you can't
"1 teach good floor waxing."
11 According to a recent report by Nelson,5 using non-
v: security cell doors and fixtures saves $2,500 per cell or
t. more. This reflects a savings of $970,000 for the facility
;' as a whole, with little breakage or necessary maintenance.
:~
I Discussion
~! Direct supervision in general and CCCMDF particularly
~ are attempts to change the fundamental approach and
,~ culture of corrections. Rather than focusing on control-
''''i14 ling inmates through isolated remote surveillance and
',f",i,',:,',',,' the threat of armed intervention, CCCMDF relies on daily
" contact between deputies and inmates. Deputies and
~ inmates both expect to be in the facility for a reiatively
,~ short time so there is less incentive for abuse of this
;,.,:,":",;.0, relationship than there might be in a longer term faciiity.
The physical facility itself is aimed at providing custody
II where low levels of tension allow educational and recrea·
"I tional programs to be effective.il These ambitious goals seem mostly to be realized at
1 CCCMDF. Despite very heavy overcrowding, there is
'I relatively little stress and anxiety among inmates and
t,; staff. This appears to result from acombination of physical
, design and operational procedures. The design offers
'~, inmates a wide choice of activities they can engage in
I without staff permission or escort. The relatively pleas-
11 ant setting reduces irritants and establishes expecta-
'1 tions for good behavior.
;]I The direct supervision ,concept itself appears to be
I critical for the successof the facility. Having unarmed
'§.\ deputies iocked into housing units successfully causes
il them to deal with day·to-day problems in non-
, confrontationai ways, although the intense overcro,wding
'~,:" ~;~~t~t~e~:~~~~~~;:da~~~~:~~~i~:~i~~:~~~~~~e~t~~~
" factors in the operations are the efficient classification
system for inmates, the presence of many activities and
programs, ongoing staff training, and that staff themselves
are hiqhly competent and well educated.
Despite the general success of the facility, some staff
felt that the very high crowding levels were potentially
explosive. They felt that it was a matter of time until
a major incident occurred. (Contra Costa County is building
a new facility that will relieve overcrowding at CCCMDF.)
One issue that emerged somewhat unexpectedly was
the relationship between the direct supervision model,
module layout and staff isolation. Direct supervision
represents a fundamental reformulation of the relation-
ships in a correctionai facility, and does this in part through
spatial means. Instead of grouping officers in a control
room that is their territory, and separate from an inmate
territory, officers are placed on a housing unit without
any special enclosure. Officers are encouraged to take
control of the housing unit through social means, by
talking to and obserVing the inmates. At CCCMDF, this
was done very explicitly by originally putting only one
deputy in each module. In addition, no panopticon-like
"sweet-spot" is available that allows the deputy to view
the entire unit from a single position, an explicit gesture
intended to keep deputies patrolling the unit and to allow
some inmate privacy. .
These strategies were apparently effective but were
not popular among staff. Without exception, the deputies
we Interviewed wanted another deputy present, no matter
how many inmates are housed in the modules, and com-
plained about the lack of a sweet-spot. (These complaints
were from staff who were newly out of the Sheriff's
academy and did not have experience with more tradi-
tional models of detention. Hiring these more fiexible
deputies has been an explicit strategy at CCCM DF to
help initiate their new approach.) Our observations re-
vealed that much of the deputies' interactions in the
present modules were with other officers, although most
of that was business-related. Deputies spent most of
their time at or near the deputy station, but would make
periodic tours of the modules.
In addition, the decentralization of services and
amenities in the modules successfully reduces the size
of inmate groups and reduces the need to escort them
to activities. However, it reduces variety for inmates and
staff. This decentralization means that deputies may have
little chance to interact with other deputies and that in-
mates, and deputies, are confined to a relatively small
area for extended periods. Comments suggested that
this monotony may be stressful in itself (fig. 13).
These relationships highlight some of the choices and
potential tensions in jail and prison design. Assignment
of single staff to housing units focuses them toward
interacting with inmates but is unpopuiar and potentially
stressful. The lack of central observation points keeps
officers moving but is unpopular and seems oniy modest-
ly successful at CCCMDF, where training is excellent
and morale is high. In more dangerous and older Texas
prisons, the lackof total surveillance led to abandonment
of the secondary prison corridors to inmates. Providing
small inmate groups makes management easier but limits
variety for inmates and deputies.
Observations by the evaluation team
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Fig. 13: Contra Costa County Main Detention Facility - View
of decentralized exercise yard that inmates could access without
special escort.
something other than a jaii, perhaps that it is a rehabilita-
tion program. It is not luxurious, but the colors and
materials are pleasant and there is a general lack of
stress and fear. Observing for a while, one is more likely
to see an inmate drinking a cup of coffee and reading
a newspaper than hassling someone else. There is a
constant flow of volunteer and paid staff through the
housing units and the deputies - who are always unarm-
ed - seem alert but not scared. No one would want
to stay here if they could be free, especially with the
noise and lack of privacy that have come with crowding,
but it appears to be a tolerable place to do time.
After visiting CCCMDF several times, observing, talk-
ing to many inmates, staff and visitors and analyzing
a wide variety of records the conclusion is the same:
CCCMDF is a jail that works. Despite increasing stress
due to overcrowding, most signs of pathology, such as
aggression, sexual assault, suicide and vandalism are
rare, and the facility is well maintained.
At CCCMDF, themodel of direct supervision developed
by the Sheriff's Department, citizens groups and the
designers is effective. In fact, CCCMDF has recently been
awarded a major grant to teach direct supervision. The
design of the physical facility and the operations pro-
cedures result in a well-run jail that is, by US national
standards, quite inexpensive to run.
It is hard to identify a single "key" to this success.
As we have discussed above,the original design and opera-
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tional concepts have generally proven to be effective,
with a few surprises.
Lessons learned
ThiS evaluation suggests several lessons:
• Direct supervision works, at least at CCCMDF, to pro-
vide a jail that is safe and cost-effective to operate.
• A jail with institutional rather than correctional fur·
nishings can withstand h~avy 24-hour use without re-
quirements for unusual maintenance or repair.
• Unarmed deputies can spend the entire day with in·
mates and feel safe and not particularly stressed, even
in a highly overcrowded facility.
• A direct supervision jaii can have assault and vandalism
rates as low or lower than new well-run indirect facilities.
• Attending to the sources of friction in a jail, and reduc,
ing them, can successfully reduce tension and violence.
Having an adequate number of televisions, telephones
and exercise equipment that did not interfere with each.
other was. a very important contributor to the success
of CCCMDF.
• A participatory planning process involving citizens and
a wide range of professionals can result in a facility
that is well accepted by the community.
• A clear specification of operating procedures early in
the planning process, and good understanding of these
procedures by the faciiity designers, can result in a
jail that requires little sUbsequent retrofit.
• Professional assessment of special needs such as men-
tal health is critical to avoid later, expensive, changes
or additions.
• Decentralization of housing units and amenities has
many advantages in isolating potential trouble and
reducing the need to escort inmates, but it may also
isolate deputies. Other strategies for providing oppor-
tunities for deputies to interact with other deputies
perhaps should be explored.
• Well-established plans for maintenance management,
capital improvement and preventive maintenance can
help in effective use of limited maintenance budgets.
• Providing an efficient, non-intimidating entry process
for family, visitors and attorneys reduces stress for
both visitors and inmates.
• Providing staff training and using staff open to new'
ways of operating supports direct supervision.
• Having a classification system that segregates trouble·
some inmates into a special unit allows other units
to operate at a lower level of security.
Fourth generation jails
CCCMDF is sometimes called a "third generation" jail
because it is based on evaluation results from the second
generation Federal Metropolitan Correctional Centers.
This report suggests some directions for a fourth genera-
tion facility; .
• Expand inmate programs in jails and provide space
and proper conditions for programs to be successful.
The original planning process did not allow adequate
space for today's expanded programs and the reduced
stress levels in a fourth generation jail suggests that
programs can succeed.
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Notes
1. Although we have focused in the past on psychological stress
(see, for example, Zimring, 1981), in analyzing correctional
facilities we have broadened this approach to include
physiological and social and organizational processes as well.
2. Forfurther information about this article please contact Craig
Zimring, College of Architecture, Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology, Atlanta, Georgia, 30332-0155. (Electronic mail:
CZIMRING @ GTRIO 1.GATECH.EDU; Telefacsimile (404)
894-3876).
3. Both Cherry Hill and Auburn were based on the presumed
reformational p,owe.rof solitude, with Cherry Hill providing
solitude through'~architecturalseparation and Auburn
providing it by strict rules. The alternative designs were hotly
debated and were influential for subsequent US and European
prison design.
Solitude in prisons was seen as important for several reasons:
- it caused inmates to reflect, and therefore to reform
themselves;
- because there was no communication, corruption was
not spread;
- solitude itself was seen as terrifying for those who were
guilty, and hence served as a deterrent (EVANS, 1984).
Remnants of these beliefs may be one reason why inmates
at higher security levels in US prisons are more likely to
have individual cells, which often seems paradoxical to those
who see privacy as desirable.
At Auburn, complete isolation of each inmate was tried for
several months but was abandoned after several inmates
died or went mad. The revised Auburn system, using officers
to enforce silence, called the "silent system," was more
attractive to European designers than the Cherry Hill "separate
system." The silent system was s.een as more humane and
• Expand the use of institutional rather than correctional
materials. Except for detention or isolation areas, it
is feasible to use "benign Institutional" furnishings in
all areas of a well-run direct supervision facility.
• Consider providing "dry cells" that do not have plumb-
ing or toilets; these cells are much less expensive than
wet cells. Single-occupancy airline-type toilets could
be used in fairly high security situations. Contra Costa
County is using dry cells in its new West County Facllity_
• Provide comprehensive maintenance planning. As
maintenance budgets shrink, a fourth generation facili-
ty will have a professionally run well-staffed maintenance
department to use dollars cost-effectively.
• Think through every element of the design palette. Use
an innovative approach to eliminate such institutional
symbols as walls with repetitive doors.
• Use only the security level required (but remember that
populations may "harden"). Extra unneeded security
provisions waste human and fiscal resources.
• Consider a stronger emphasis on rehabilitation and
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